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I do not ha ye eno1111"h kno•vlcdgc or information si1fficjent to form a be] jef as to the truth pf the al legations
and lea'~ Plaintiff LO ils proofs.
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I do nol have enough kno>\·]cdgc or infor1na1ior1 sufficient to form a belief as to the uuth of the allegations
and lea\·e Plaintiff lo i!> roof~.
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Answers to complaint

(contjnued from page 11

6. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plainllff to its proofs.
7. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
8. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs_
9. Denied.
10. Denied.
11. Denied.
12. Denied.
13. Denied.
14 I do not have enough knowledge or •nformation sufficJent to form a belief as to the truth of the

allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
15. Admitted.
16 Denied.
17. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Pla1nt1ffto its proofs.
18. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
19. Denied.

20. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Pla1nt1ff to ill proofs.
21. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to fDrm a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to ill proofs. Den1ed that Cumberland County Health Department found
any sewage disposal system on any property owned, operated or managed by Defendant to be
"immediate public health ri>k". These 2013 findings of deficiency of the watf'r supply system wore
previously resolved to the satisfaction of the Cumberland County Bord of Health before the Issuance of
this complaint.
22. I do not have enough knowledgo or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs. Denied that the inability of a rf'pre5entotive of NJDEP to
locate records w1th1n the department constitutes evidence of a lack of compliance by the installers of

the fuel system. Defendant assets that all required permits have been obtained by the licensed
professional hired for the post·Sandy rebuild of the fuel supply system and that no other representative
or permitting branch of NJ DEP collaborates the findings of Ms. Benkert regarding a missing permit. The
system engineers and operators reserve the rijJht to offer evidence that disputes the finding of Ms.
Benkert.
23. I do not have enough know1edge or infarmation sl1fficientto form a belief as to the truth of the
allegatians and leave Plaintiff to its proofs. Denied that the Inability of a representative of NJDEP ta
locate records within the department constitutes evidence of a lack of campliance by the installers of
the fuel system. Defendant assets that all required permits have been obtained by !he licensed
professional hired for the post-Sandy rebuild of the fuel supply system and that no other representative
or permitting branch of NJDEP collaborates the findings of Ms. Benkert regarding a miss•ng permit. The
system engineers and operators reserve the right to offer evidence that disputes the finding of Ms.
Benkert.
24. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliPf as to the truth of th<>
allegations and leave Pla1nt1ff to its proofs.
25. Admitted.
26. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
27.Admitted.
28. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth oft he
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
29. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as lo the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
30. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
31. I do not hav~ enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.

32. I do not have enough knowledge or information
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.

suffici~nt

to form a belief as to the truth of the

33. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Pla1ntift to its proofs.
34. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
35. Admitted except for the dates. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a
belief as to the truth of the allegations of the dates and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
35. Admitted.

37. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief a; to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its pronfs.
38. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Pla;ntift to its proofs.
39. Denied.

40. Admitted.
41. I do not have enough knowledge or information suff1c1ent to form a belief

as to the truth of the

allegations and leove Ploint1ff to It; proofs.
42. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and lt>ave Plaintiff to its proofs.

43. Denied.
44. Denied.
45. Denied.

46. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
47. I do not have enough knowledge or informot1on sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
48. Denied.
49. Denied.
50. i do not have enough knowledge or information ,;ufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
51. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to lorm a belief as to the truth of the

allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proof.;.

51 Denied.
53. Denjed.
54. I do not have enough knowledge or informatton sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
55. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
56. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
57. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.

58. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to Its proofs.
59. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the

allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
60. I do not have enough knowledge or information ;uff1clent to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plointiff to its proofs.

61. Denied.
62. I do not have enough knowledge or Information suff1c1ent to form a belief as to the truth of the

allegations and leave Plajntiff to its proofs.
63. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief a; to the truth of the

allegations and leave Pla;ntiff to its proofs.
64. I do not have enough knowledge or informJtion sufficiC'nt to

form~

boclief a< to the truth of the

allegation; and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
65. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the

allegations and leave Plaintiff to Its proots.
66. Denied.
67. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the

allegations and leave Plaintiff to It; proofs.
68. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth oft he

allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
69. I do not have enough knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the

allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proofs.
70. Denied.

71. I do not have enough know lodge or inform<ition sufficient to form a belief ao; to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to it; proofs.
72. I do not have enough knowledge or information suffrcient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Plaintiff to its proof~.
73. I do not have enough knowledge or inforn1ation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations and leave Pla•ntiff to its proof;.

'\\'HEREFORE, the defend;int (\err1ands judgn1ent dis1n!SS!D[! the <;OTDjllaint '' ith costs .
.~FFIR~IATI\-E DJ:l•'t::\Sl•'.(S)

(Slate the reasons ,,.-hy you di ><lgree "'·ilh plai11tiff' s co•npla•nt or \vhy ,,hat you did or did not do '' no1 a
tnatter for ~ourt. If additional roo111 is needed. attached a separate sheet.)
I_ T.bis a1·1jon js hlo1'k<'d hy estoppal J:h~ pl"innfThas played an active role ju blocking nntl

preyentjng me frqm atta jn 1og required permit' "nil a1'hjpy1ng m1 r le~al compljanre g!l"l' and DQ)\:
attcmots to seek judgmenl and ilamagcs fur the ,,a me.
2. In nocen! in fringen1e11t. TI1e Defendant obtain-;,~ Lhc proper[i~s in an allegedly impaiD;ldCofi<l1n~.1i~~
a11<l d1<l not cause, contribute or expand to the infringement. Defenda1tt has actively worke<l 10
repair 1nlnngements but una'CTSiitn(fu th<it n1ore time is nccilcd to accOiiip 1s l 11'>.
3. linjl!-~l enrichment. The Plaintiff claims expandctl nghts under.the law as a result of sea level rise.
f'ho~e expanded rights come at direct expense of the Defe11dant.
(continued on a >eparatc page)

Cf.R'!'IFIC.\ T!ON OF l\O OTHER ,\C-IlONS

I certify Iha! tlli~ di5pute ffi 1101 the-s1:bJ<;1Ct uf un~ ol!icr ootffiB. [lending;" any other court or n pending
arbitmtioa pKl<lt!~bng-t•) tl>e best t'li-'.my knewledge- and !relief-: /\!so. tn-1l\e- best of my J[nowhhlge ill!d
belief, no-Gl'ber act:(m ,,.- arbii+·al:J.oo prooceding i> oont~1nplated. Further, llihef than the parties >et forth
in thi~ CO!'<tf)lftinl, l- knov..· of no-orher -pElRteS-tltat ~ho-uld 00 made a pari of tliis l!l'.''fltl•t. Tn-addit1on, I
recognize my eonti111Jing obli~ti<ln--Vt !!le and sen-e 011 all- prntie> nnd the etHifl HR mnendetl certtficalion
if there 1s a <.lhange in !he f:wts stated- tn this orig:n1al oorli~lcation_

Dated:

Signature· - - - - - - - - - - - - - CJ:R'IIl•'IC,\'1'10!\- REGARDJ!\(; FILl!\G ..\ND SER\'ICF.

The undcrsigi1cd hereby certifies that a COPJ of this pleading \\'l!S scp:ed and f, le<l within lhe time
permitted b;r the ~ourl rllles_
Dated:

--~.ti/:.::i1 f
'

Signature.

--~"'-~--c','"'_'_'1_~

~

,/l

OPTJO!\.-\L: If you \Vould like to have a judge decide your case, do not include the following
paragraph in your complaint. If you ,,.·ould prefer to ha\·e a jury to de<.:ide }Our case, please sign
)'Our name after the following paragraph.
DE"IAND FOR 1'RL-\L B\' JUR\.
TAKE N011CI:' that the defendant demands a uial by ju0· on ;ill •>>ue>.

Dated:

C/1/:u1 _r

I
Signature: -~'~c'c'c' :c_c'_;yc;r'-·"-------
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Affirmative Defenses
(continued from page 2)

4. Comparative fault of third parties. The violations cited were apparently initiated by others and
allowed to exist for 40 to 80 years since the opening of the Money Island Marina under multiple prior
owners without corrective legal action prior to Defendant’s involvement. The responsibility for these
violations primarily falls on these unnamed other third parties.
5. Business necessity. I was acting as agent for third party watermen who rely on these bayshore
properties for their livelihood and have no other means of survival and no other homes or workplaces
other than continued use of the subject properties. Under these circumstances any other course of
action other than to hold open their possibility of earning a livelihood would have been unreasonable
and possibly illegal under other statutes.

6. Business judgement. Actions as director or officer may be shielded from liability for taking actions
that are reasonable and prudent. I acted prudently given the complexity of the legal situation and the
extent and scope of the physical challenges we face.
7. Failure to join necessary parties. Other people and organizations claim to have the majority stake in
ownership, equity, or the lead role in the redevelopment of the subject properties. These alternate
claims of use or redevelopment rights and alternate plans of ownership for the subject properties have
not yet been legally resolved. In most or all cases, responsibility for addressing alleged violations flows
with ownership of the subject properties. This action fails to enjoin these other parties. Without the
ability to address these parties and their competing claims, the Defendant lacks the authority and power
of ownership required to make an appropriate defense to the allegations.
8. Ratification. In my meeting with Plaintiff in 2016, a series of written and verbal agreement were made
to prioritize the correction of land use permitting violations. I upheld my end of these agreements.
Having enticed me into these agreements, the Plaintiff is not entitled to unilaterally rescind its offer or
cancel the agreement.
9. No actual injury. The Plaintiff is not asserting or offering evidence that the state has incurred any
actual damage as a result of Defendant’s actions.
10. Unconscionability. Plaintiff cannot enforce the contract because the terms are substantively or
procedurally unconscionable. It is fundamentally unjust that the Plaintiff has repeatedly on at least 15
occasions denied or blocked permit applications or pre‐application compliance inquiries and now seeks
prosecution and damages for my failure to obtain such permits.
11. Novation. The original 2012 agreement between two parties proposed that the Defendant act as
agent for the Plaintiff on an “as is” basis that relieved the Defendant of liability to Plaintiff. There was no
expectation under this arrangement that Defendant would take on responsibility for compliance actions.
Both parties were aware that the entire community of Money Island had developed and evolved over
decades without required compliance and permits and this was a core of the negotiation to transfer
ownership and responsibility to the state. In fact, the arrangement was made with the discussion
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focused on the assumption that the Plaintiff was in the best position to address the alleged
noncompliance issues that were known at that time. Now after having acquired the properties on an “as
is” basis the Plaintiff seeks to change the deal and collect damages from me for acting as we proposed
and agreed.
12. Trespass to Chattels and Nuisance. Necessity is a complete defense to these torts. The Defendants
who acted to prevent a threatened injury from the forces of nature including Superstorm Sandy is acting
under necessity. The danger affects the entire community, so many people that the public interest is
involved, so that interest serves as a complete justification to the defendant who acts to avert the peril
to all.
13. Personal necessity. I lost substantially all of my business interests and personal assets in Superstorm
Sandy and was acting out of necessity to survive the disaster. The disastrous effects continue today. I did
what was necessary to survive this unprecedented period of physical and financial distress after
superstorm Sandy.
14. Assumption of risk. By failing to take corrective action for the past 35 to 80 years that alleged
violations existed prior to Defendant’s arrival and for negotiating to assume ownership of properties
with these known risks and unknown timetable of pre and post Sandy compliance proposals that were
known to the parties at that time, Plaintiff assumed some of the liability for the time schedule under
which the violations will ultimately be corrected.
15. Duress. Defendant lost use of his home, business and financial resources were quickly depleted
following Superstorm Sandy. Medical complications directly related to the stress imposed by this
disaster further restricted the options available to the Defendant.
16. Unclean hands. Plaintiff repeatedly took assertive actions to block Defendant’s multiple permit
applications or pre‐application inquiries, denied alternate dispute resolution, and now wishes to collect
damages on the same actions that the Plaintiff directly caused to continue to be unresolved. It is
fundamentally unjust that Plaintiff be both the denier of permits and the prosecutor of failure to have
permits.
17. Latches. Plaintiff admits that it was aware of alleged violations long before Defendant’s involvement.
Plaintiff took no action against to litigate against or place liens on the property of the original alleged
offenders. Plaintiff’s failure to take action at an appropriate time against the appropriate parties
provides valid legal defense for the Defendant.
18. Contributory negligence. Plaintiff was aware that the alleged conditions existed since the original
development of the property reportedly in the 1930s to the 1970s but took no action to correct these
alleged violations. Plaintiff continued to issue various other operating permits, collect permitting fees
and on‐site inspection fees from Defendant each year until the present time.
19. Agency. Defendant was acting as agent for the Plaintiff in the original 2012 proposal and verbal
agreement to acquire most of the subject properties. The agency agreement did not intend that the
Plaintiff assume responsibility for the alleged non‐compliance actions. The Plaintiff’s unreasonable delay
of approximately five years before cancelling the agency agreement in 2017 provides defense for the
Defendant who was acting in good faith as agent during that period of time.
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20. Whistleblower protection. Much of the complaint appears to be based on the statements of a
NJDEP employee that the Defendant reported to the Department for unprofessional behavior and a
federal investigator for attempted illegal action. This testimony and resulting legal action appears to be
retaliatory.
21. Physical safety. I’ve received numerous death threats for my public support of modernizing Money
Island to bring us into compliance with state law. My reputation for working with state and county
government offices – in a community known for a long history of non‐compliance ‐ makes me a target of
those with strong anti‐government sentiment in this rural blue‐collar farming and fishing community. A
former neighbor was indicted for assault after maiming me in a planned retaliatory ‘hit’ a decade ago for
my involvement in a Money Island environmental issue resolution. The local government’s Deputy
Mayor settled civil charges for conspiracy to murder after we produced witness testimony detailing the
conspiracy. Both men escaped criminal prosecution after admitted case management errors at the
Cumberland County District Attorney’s office. The lack of criminal prosecution for the death threats and
assault only further emboldens the anti‐government local aggressors. The changes political climate of
the past year heightened the level of hostility against me as a progressive member working toward
government compliance. Most recently, a prominent local government official raised tensions by
publicly criticizing the Money Island redevelopment plan and name me personally for criticism. We have
no local police near Money Island and the New Jersey State Police are more than 20 minutes away. The
business redevelopment plan that addressed the required legal compliance is expected to raise the risk
of violent reaction by some members of the community. The timetable for increased NJDEP compliance
must coordinate with a planned improvement in the site and community security capabilities. The
timetable for action proposed by the Plaintiff is not reasonable and would result in increased risk of
physical attack.
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